Campsite Improvement - $184,000

This asset will improve the experiences of campers in the area in which they spend the majority of their time, the campsite. Investment attributes include:

◊ 13 Permanent shelters will be constructed in campsites, which will provide better protection from the elements and eliminate the need for portable shelters.

◊ Latrine renovations will be made to better meet the expectations of today’s Scouting families, improving lighting, cleanliness, and privacy.

◊ Drainage and issues from over usage will be addressed.

◊ New signage will carry on the MSR geode theme and recognize units that make a $6,000 commitment to sponsor a site. Site sponsorships can be fulfilled over a three year period and will also provide units with a preferred reservation status when registered for summer camp.

◊ New tents will be purchased and platforms will be renovated, to be able to serve more campers during the summer weeks, required by the shortening of summer breaks. This is enable a capacity of 446 campers per week.

* East Ridge - Erie, Huron, Ottawa, Winnebago (180 capacity)
* Center Ridge - Cheyenne, Mandan, Osage, Pawnee (174 capacity)
* West Ridge - Illini, Kickapoo (92 capacity)